Next Generation Science Assessment System: Classroom to State
Assumptions:










High quality means the assessment generates defensible evidence of student attainment of the
standard—as the standard was intended.
The focus is on what happens in the classroom: What teaching and learning practices promote
student attainment of the standards as intended? What evidence is generated (and how is it
generated)?
‘Assessment’ is a process of collecting evidence all along a learning path—not the “test at the
end of the unit” or the “test on Friday.”
In creating a ‘defense’ of student attainment or learning, just an in a legal defense, a collection
of evidence will be required—not just one instance or example.
The NGSS do not, explicitly or implicitly, prohibit any ‘item type’ (e.g., selected response,
constructed response, performance, or personal communication).
Working collaboratively to plan learning experiences (including gathering evidence of learning)
as well as to analyze lessons/units/assessment items/tasks will ensure more quality results for
both teachers and students.
The focus on engineering effective learning experiences (including gathering defensible evidence
of student learning) must apply to every grade level if students are to gain the knowledge and
skills intended in the NGSS.

Goals:
1. Develop formative (“through-course) and summative (end of year at XX levels) components for
the assessment system.
2. Produce defensible evidence of student attainment of the standards as intended (formative and
summative);
3. Generate actionable information to inform next teaching and learning steps for both teachers
and students (formative-“through course”);
4. Generate classroom, school, district, and state level information to inform programmatic
improvements and broad professional learning needs (formative and summative).
Deliverables:
1. “Linked Sets” of items (variety—selected, constructed, performance) that correspond to
‘bundles’ of standards/performance expectations.
2. Model lessons and units with strong emphasis on gathering and analyzing evidence of learning
(as determined by quality criteria, such as EQuIP rubric).
3. Resources for individuals and teams to use to design congruent learning experiences and
assessments, such as protocols, rubrics, webcasts/podcasts.

Key Strategies:
1. Ensure consistent understanding of the INTENT of each standard/performance expectation.
a. Intent Protocol
b. Science Framework
c. AAAS Atlas
d. Deconstruction Flowchart
2. Offer strategies for entering at different points
a. Protocol(s) for analyzing congruency of an existing assessment item/task to the
standards
b. Protocol(s) for planning learning experiences/assessments from ‘scratch’ to ensure
quality evidence of learning is obtained and intent of the standards is the focus (e.g.,
Gather, Reason, Communicate; use of the EQuIP rubric on the front end of design).
c. Resources for analyzing quality/congruence of existing instructional resources/materials
(e.g., EQuIP rubric).
d. Resources/protocols for improving existing items, lessons, tasks.
3. Offer Professional Learning/support for deep analysis of evidence (student work) to inform next
instructional steps, feedback to students, programmatic improvements.
a. Utilize Classroom Assessment for Student Learning (CASL) resources to build assessment
literacy.

